
Data Centers Case Study

Overview

The exponential growth of data centers and their distribution in several locations with global coverage is
today’s reality. Most of these data centers have “silos” or “islands” where a single vendor’s equipment is
used. Some companies have a single vendor in each location while others have several “islands” of vendors in
the same location. The management, administration and maintenance of each “island” is easily done with
the vendor’s operation and management systems. However, many large enterprises are looking for a unified
cross-vendor solution that will provide the ability to view and maintain the entire enterprise network. The
ability to define a service or connectivity across the data centers “islands” and optimize the network design
and usage including the WAN connectivity between the sites, requires a different kind of solution.

Customer Network Status - “Before”
The following example shows a common scenario of a large enterprise offering
data center-based services, and demonstrates the need for different type of
solution:

Defining cross-network services and configuration requires a view of all
components in each of the data centers as well as the ability to communicate
with them. This includes the ability to change their connectivity settings, monitor
their performance and set new services. In addition to the actual devices that
comprise the data center infrastructure, there additional equipment in each data
center that handles to communication between the sites. In many cases, the
vendor for this equipment differs from that of the infrastructure.

Challenges

Unified control and monitoring 
over global multi-vendor data 
centers

Optimization across multi-vendor 
networks

Simple and error free setting of new 
services or replacing faulty devices

Big Enterprise in the North America 
that build a network of Data Centers
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Model based Libraries:
NetACE supports more than 40 
vendors and 1000 device-type 
libraries, covering most of the types 
of equipment implemented in data 
centers

Customer Network Status - “After ”

The NetACE solution provided a unified and consolidated control and monitoring 
solution, covering the entire multi-vendor network. The same solution works 
whether it is a single location with several vendors included or a global multi-
site, multi-vendor topology. NetACE uses standard API protocols to 
communicate with each piece of vendor equipment and uses its libraries to 
support all configurations and features of each type of equipment. 

In addition to the control and monitoring, NetACE allows optimization servers to 
access and view the entire scope of network resources, as well as the ability to 
configure different network elements based on their optimization algorithm. 
This solution allows optimization servers to focus on optimizing the network 
while leaving the connectivity issues to NetACE.

Fast Model-driven support:
A new library for equipment that is 
not currently supported can be 
added in a matter of days.
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Solution
NetACE is a vendor-agnostic solution that allows unified monitoring and control
over a multi-vendor network is global multi-site topology. NetACE has a built-in
automated system that discovers all network elements and the topology that
connects them.

Once the system topology is discovered, the system allows the operation or
upper layer management systems to monitor and control any element in the
system regardless of equipment vendor. The communication uses standard
management protocols adapted to the protocol that the specific equipment
supports. A high-level overview of the entire network allows NetACE to define
alternative routes in case of fault, to quickly and without errors rollout a new
service across the network, and to immediately replace settings for a faulty
component.

Complete overview of the all-network resources and connectivity, regardless of 

vendor or topology

Automated discovery of network elements and network topology

Manage and control any network element from a central location

Easy and error-free definition of a cross-network service

Immediate configuration of replacement equipment

Standard connection to upper-layer management systems

Multi-vendor standard unified connection to optimization servers

Network Resources 
and Topology view:

The same interface can be 
used by optimization servers 
in order to view network 
resources and perform 
changes needed in the 
network elements for 
network optimization

Northbound REST API:

NetACE includes a standard 
REST API that allows upper 
layer management systems to 
benefit from overview and 
control of the entire network.

Vendor Benefits


